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Abstract
This project is an application of remote sensing techniques to the field of archaeology.
Clustering and unmixing algorithms are applied to hyperspectral Hyperion imagery over
Oaxaca, Mexico. Oaxaca is the birthplace of the Zapotec civilization, the earliest state-
level society in Mesoamerica. A passionate debate is ongoing over whether the Zapotecs’
evolution was environmentally deterministic or socioeconomic. Previous archaeological
remote sensing has focused on the difficult tasks of feature detection using low spatial
resolution imagery or visual inspection of spectral data. This project attempts to learn
about a civilization on the macro level, using unsupervised land classification techniques.
Overlapping 158 band Hyperion data are tasked for approximately 30,000 km2, to be
taken over several years. K-means and ISODATA are implemented for clustering. MaxD
is used to find endmembers for stepwise spectral unmixing. Case studies are performed
that provide insights into the best use of various algorithms. To produce results with spa-
tial context, a method is devised to tile long hyperspectral flight lines, process them, then
merge the tiles back into a single coherent image. Google Earth is utilized to effectively
share the produced classification and abundance maps. All the processes are automated to
efficiently handle the large amount of data. In summary, this project focuses on spectral
over spatial exploitation for a land survey study, using open source tools to facilitate re-
sults. Classification and abundance maps are generated highlighting basic material spatial
patterns (e.g., soil, vegetation and water). Additional remote sensing techniques that are
potentially useful to archaeologists are briefly described for use in future work.
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This project is an application of remote sensing in the field of archaeology and is a com-
ponent of a larger archaeological study. The emphasis of this project is on the imaging
science techniques and algorithms. The utility of the imaging products depends highly
upon the input of the archaeologists participating in the broader study. Having said this,
the archaeological study section only includes information relevant to the imaging task
(e.g., site location and terrain) and a selection of facts that illuminate the intellectual
merit and broader scientific impact of the project.
1.1 Archaeological Study
The state of Oaxaca is located in the southern coast of Mexico. In its center lies the
Oaxaca Valley and the state’s capital, Oaxaca City. The state is primarily made up of
mountains that peak at altitudes of 2,500 m or greater. The Y shaped Oaxaca valley is
the largest of the valleys and one of the few areas of level land, with an average elevation
of 1,500 m. The climate of the valley is temperate and semi-arid, with 550 mm of annual
rainfall[11]. The valley is subdivided into the three regions of Etla, Tlacolula and Valle
Grande, which make up the branches of the Y shape.
The Zapotec civilization emerged from the Oaxaca Valley. Around 500 BC, they began
to develop by means of conquest and expansion. By 250 BC, they had become the earliest
state level society in Mesoamerica, ruled from Monte Albán, located 9 km to the west
of Oaxaca City. Some of the defining elements of a state level society are food surplus,
labor specialization, dense populations, social stratification, and monumental works. The
Zapotecs were the first Mesoamerican civilization to construct astronomically oriented
buildings, build adobes, use stone masonry and lime plaster among many other things. At
one point, there were over 500,000 Zapotecs[11]. The Zapotec state lasted roughly 1,000
years until it collapsed in 750 AD, becoming subdivided politically hostile groups. It was
in this condition that the Spaniards discovered and eventually conquered Oaxaca.
9
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Figure 1.1: Map of Mexico with preliminary study region highlighted in red generated in
Google Earth
Two aspects of the Zapotec civilization have been of great interest to archaeologists:
understanding the process of primary state formation; and understanding the relationship
between complex societies and their environments. The process of state formation has
two theories that fall at opposite ends of a spectrum. One theory attributes the forma-
tion to external, highly environmentally deterministic reasons. The other concentrates
on socioeconomic processes internal to the society. The relationship of the Zapotecs and
their environment is key in understanding the civilization’s evolution. To what extent the
Zapotecs impacted their environment or whether it was the opposite effect of the envi-
ronment controlling the Zapotecs reveals much about the civilization. This understanding
has a profound impact on modern day society, as controversy circles around the human
impact on the earth.
There have been previous attempts to understand these two major factors of Zapotec
civilization using full coverage surveys of the Oaxaca Valley: one done by Blanton et al.
(1982) and another by Kowalewski et al. (1989). They were both conducted under the
“Prehistory and Human Ecology of the Valley of Oaxaca” project. Other research that has
been conducted include Anne Kirkby’s (1973) study of land and water resources, climatic
studies (Byers 1967), demographic studies of modern Valley communities (Kappel 1977,
and ethnographic studies of maize consumption (Granskog 1974; Kappel 1977). These
other projects were aggregated into Nicholas’ “Land Use in Prehispanic Oaxaca”[12]. All
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this research was conducted using the technology available at the time, which was heavily
based on ground level observations and surveys. In this project, remotely sensed imagery
will extend the observational scope of the archaeologists, as well as make certain useful
features much more efficiently and thoroughly gathered.
This project is part of a larger present day study of Oaxaca and the Zapotec that hopes
to gather enough information to continue the study well into the future: The Chichicapam
Valley Regional Archaeological Survey (funded by the National Geographic Society), and
the Effects of Human Impact and Climate Change on Ancient Mesoamerican Landscapes
project (funded by the University of Colorado at Boulder, Innovative Grants Program).
1.2 Spectral Imaging
One of the earliest, widely used remote sensing applications to archaeology was film pho-
tography. Film provided a high spatial resolution, cost effective capture method that could
be taken from remote platforms such as airplanes. An early disadvantage to film was that
it was panchromatic (i.e., black and white). In these types of images, different objects in
a scene could have the same or extremely close grey tone. The development of color film
allowed for the further distinguishability of objects by increasing the spectral dimension
from one to three. However, the major drawback of film is the difficulty in performing
discrete calculations on images.
The advent of digital imaging systems solved the inability to perform discrete calcula-
tions. Like film, digital images evolved, gaining higher spatial resolution and going from
panchromatic to color. Just as three dimensional color images allow for increased differ-
entiation of materials and objects, increasing the number of spectral dimensions allows for
even more separability and is made possible from the development of new photosensitive
materials. This is accomplished by narrowing the spectral bandwidth as well as sampling
from a broader range in the electromagnetic spectrum.
Figure 1.2 is a demonstration of how increasing the spectral dimensionality or looking
at different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum allow for improved image understand-
ing. For example, the green, blue and light blue boxes, artificially placed in the scene, all
have a dark feature that appears the same in the panchromatic. The color image shows
that there are very different materials surrounding the dark regions than cannot be dis-
tinguished from the black and white image. The Color Infrared (CIR), which substitutes
the red, green and blue color channels with infrared, red and green, shows that the dark
regions are actually not the same material as suggested by the other two images.
The addition of infrared is an example of multispectral imaging. In addition to the red,
green, and blue bands of a color image, scientists image other regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum to reveal reflective or emissive features in materials that do not appear in the
visible spectrum. Various multispectral systems have been developed, choosing additional
bands that were well suited to specific tasks such as measuring crop health. Advances
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Figure 1.2: Three images of the same location displayed, from left to right, as panchro-
matic, color, and color infrared
in technology have allowed for the advent of hyperspectral imaging. Unlike multispectral
imaging, where a handful of particular supplementary bands are chosen because of known
material features, hyperspectral imaging separates a large region of the electromagnetic
spectrum into hundreds of subdivisions. This allows for material identification on a broader
scale. While impossible to visualize in the human visual system, computer algorithms can
use this additional spectral information to distinguish materials with only the slightest
differences in reflective or emissive spectra.
Figure 1.3 shows conceptually a single grass pixel extracted from a hyperspectral data
cube. The spectrum displayed demonstrates the spectral resolution of hyperspectral im-
agery. A panchromatic spectrum would only have a single value to represent the spectrum,
color could only have three values spread across the spectrum and multispectral typically
has 5-12 values. These values are multiplied by the sensor response but are nonetheless
limited to a dimensionality under 12. Using the acquisitioned Hyperion sensor for this
project (described in greater detail in Section 4.1), there are 220 data points that make
up each pixel’s spectrum.
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Figure 1.3: Conceptual diagram of hyperspectral imagery created by the RIT DIRS group
Chapter 2
Previous Work
By its most fundamental definition, remote sensing has always been an integral part of
archaeology. Remote sensing is the process of gathering information about a scene with-
out coming into contact with it. So the simple act of observing an object or scene and
taking notes about it can be considered remote sensing. This project is concerned with im-
agery taken using electro-optical sensors aboard satellite platforms. This particular mode
of remote sensing is useful to archaeologists because it provides complete coverage of a
large area nearly instantaneously, something a ground survey cannot accomplish. It also
only requires coordinates for aiming the satellite, rather than the costly task of sending
researchers into the field or hiring aerial imagery.
2.1 Overview
2.1.1 Sensors
The spatial and spectral resolution of sensors govern the type of analysis that can be per-
formed on the captured imagery. At its core, spatial resolution defines an imaging system’s
ability to separate closely adjacent objects. The higher the spatial resolution, the closer
objects can be without being blurred into a single captured point. Spatial resolution can
be limited by a number of factors (e.g., optics and atmosphere), but the limiting factor for
most satellite based sensors is the pixel dimension. As pixel’s length and width increase,
the area over which light is integrated into a single pixel value increases. In satellite imag-
ing, this means the area on the ground no matter how many different objects it contains
is combined to create a single value (in a particular band). This is referred to as the
ground resolution. High spatial resolution and small ground resolution allow features to
be differentiated through shape, texture, and position. This is analogous to capturing the
same scene with a cellular phone camera and a professional digital SLR. Detail is lost in
the cellular phone camera because it has very low spatial resolution. High spectral reso-
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lution allows features to be differentiated through color and more sophisticatedly through
the material’s reflective/emissive signature. Ideally, a sensor would have both high spatial
and spectral resolution. However, physical and monetary limitations force sensor manu-
facturers to choose or balance between these two qualities. The physical limitation lies
in the amount of light (photons) reaching the sensor. Increasing the spatial resolution
necessitates reducing the sensor element size, while increasing spectral resolution requires
incoming photons to be spread into their respective channels. Both situations result in
fewer photons being collected per sensor element. A sensor with both high spatial and
spectral resolution would result in an underexposed image. In digital imaging this means
a low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), because there is very low signal created by the small
number of photons relative to the intrinsic noise of the electrical device. Monetarily, a
sensor’s cost obviously increases to fabricate smaller elements or incorporate additional
arrays to collect spectral dispersion. Figure 2.1 shows a plot of sensors comparing their
Figure 2.1: Common satellite sensors used in archaeological research. The ALI and Land-
sat data points fall nearly on top of one another.
spatial and spectral abilities. The ideal sensor would lie in the upper left-hand region of
the graph, with a large number of spectral bands and very small ground resolution. This
is under the assumption that the features being investigated are small, have spectral char-
acteristics spanning the limits of the sensor’s spectral sensitivity, and transmit through
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the atmosphere’s transmission windows. Otherwise, a large useless amount of information
is being collected and has the potential of obfuscating the small amount of useful data.
The spatial spectral trade off is best exemplified by comparing Quickbird, which has high
spatial resolution and only four bands, with Hyperion which is hyperspectral (220 bands)
but has a ground resolution of 30 meters. MODIS was developed to analyze large scale
global features like weather; so it appears as an outlier. Most of the satellite imaging used
for archaeology is multispectral from sensors that appear on the lower left-hand region of
the graph. These sensors and others have been the most accessible, notably affordable, to
the general community.
Much of the literature reflects a strong desire for an affordable imaging option with
higher spatial resolution. A few projects were able to acquire such high spatial resolution
sensors as Ikonos and QuickBird, with approximately 3 meter ground instantaneous field
of view. Archaeologists use this high spatial resolution for the most fundamental of image
analysis, visual inspection (described along with its disadvantages in section 2.1.2). This
project attempts to use spectral information over spatial to implement less labor intensive
algorithms and exploit the more accessible/affordable sensors.
2.1.2 Visual Inspection
Much of the previous work relied on visual inspection for finding features important to
archaeologists. A variety of quantitative data transforms were employed to aid in this
task, however the resulting product relied on the time and expertise of a human ana-
lyst. Using different band combinations (e.g., color infrared which uses infrared, red, and
green to produce a color image rather than red, green, and blue) increased the visibil-
ity of some features. Some combinations were created arbitrarily by selecting random
band combinations until interesting features stood out. Other combinations used stan-
dard methodologies. The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) uses the near





as a representative measure of the health of vegetation[4]. Color infrared and NDVI both
take advantage of the biological phenomena in which healthy green vegetation reflect the
NIR because it is not useful to photosynthesis[6]. The reflected light appears bright (i.e.,
produces high digital values) relative to other organic makes, like soil and water, that
absorb NIR. NDVI is tuned to vegetation health by using red light in combination with
NIR. As a plant becomes stressed, marked in most species by leaves turning brown, red
light begins to be scattered rather than absorbed for photosynthesis. Principal Compo-
nents Analysis (PCA) is a statistical method that uses a fractional amount of each band to
create bands of higher tonal variation[7]. This is often used because it generates an image
of higher contrast. The Tasseled Cap transform is a specialized version of a PCA, created
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especially for remote sensing applications [3]. It uses predetermined fractional amounts
of each band, calculated to be tuned to particular features such as grass health or soil
moisture.
The obvious disadvantage to visual inspection is the time and effort required. In a full
coverage type task, it is completely impractical to identify and label each pixel individually.
Visual inspection is heavily dependent on the experience and concentration of the analyst.
The human visual system has its own drawbacks. People can only visually interpret three
dimensions at once in the form of color. The human visual system has also evolved to
make relative comparisons well but not absolute (e.g. the same grey value will appear
darker on a light background than a dark one).
The algorithms used for visual inspection can lead to false conclusions if not fully
understood. NDVI is a specialized algorithm for monitoring vegetation health. Some
archaeological research has attempted to use it in unsuitable studies such as desert or
semi-arid locations. PCA and Tasseled Cap change from image to image because they
are dependent on the scene statistics. Therefore the findings from one image cannot be
representative of an entire research area as some have attempted to do.
Other visual enhancement techniques widely used in the literature are contrast stretch-
ing and spatial filtering. Contrast stretching is simply adjusting the output grey or color
levels of an image. Another pitfall of the human visual system is that it works well for
moderate levels of light but not at extremes. Adjusting the contrast sometimes reveals
structure in shadows or bright areas. There are numerous spatial filters, some of which
enhance features of certain spatial frequencies (high or low pass filters). Directional filters
can enhance the contrast of lines that travel at various angles. Textural filters are used
for searching for areas that have a known pattern. Again, these techniques require human
inspection and there are hundreds of filters/combinations that can be chosen.
2.1.3 Feature Detection
Most of the previous research has been focused on spatial feature detection. The goal
was to locate buried archaeological sites, ruins, pathways, etc. A widely used method
for detecting buried sites is through crop marks. The basic theory behind crop marks is
that buried structures will alter the vegetation health above it. Solid structures like walls
or buildings that have a relatively thin layer of soil over them will hold less water and
nutrients, so the vegetation above them will not be as healthy or grow as vigorously as
the surrounding environment. Conversely, ancient canals or other sunken structures will
gather water and nutrients, creating healthier vegetation. A straightforward technique for
detecting crop marks with remote sensing would be the NDVI Equation 2.1. Healthy lush
vegetation would have a high NDVI score while stressed sparse vegetation would have
a low score. A study done by Masini and Lasaponara (2006) combined line and edge
enhancement filters with NDVI to accentuate unnaturally straight buried structures using
the QuickBird sensor[9]. The technique proved successful again in an ongoing study in
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Peru. However, the disadvantages remain. It requires visual inspection, a highly vegetated
site and high spatial resolution.
Other research has used known site spectra in an attempt to find undiscovered sites.
This has been done using a simple spectral matched filter. A spectral convolution using a
target spectral signature is performed on an image, marking pixels of highest correlation
(i.e., each spectral pixel in the image is compared to a spectral signature of interest and the
most similar pixels are labelled). A more robust method is to use the Gaussian Maximum
Likelihood (GML) algorithm which takes into account the spectral variability in the site.
Again, spatial resolution is a limiting factor for these techniques. If a known site is smaller
than a single pixel, then the background environment will obscure the site’s true spectrum.
By the same note, if sites were built using materials from the local environment, as most
ancient structures are, they may be completely indistinguishable from the rest of the scene
at any resolution short of ground level observation. Spectral resolution also becomes a
factor. 5-12 point spectra of multispectral imagery may not have enough data points
to distinguish site spectra from other areas. This is analogous to the spatial resolution
problem where objects too close together appear as one because the pixels integrate over
too large an area. If differences in materials’ spectra appear within the bandwidth of a
particular channel, the variation is lost as the spectrum is integrated into a single value
for that band.
2.2 Remote Sensing Investigation of the Ancient Mayan
Landscape
The discovery of ancient Mayan ruins has gained notoriety recently and peaked archae-
ologists interest in using remote sensing tools. Saturno, et al. (2007) used many of the
visual inspection techniques discussed on Ikonos imagery, including false color PCA and
multiple spatial filters. The technique which garnered the most valuable results was NDVI.
Ruins located deep in the rainforest stressed the plant life around them, noticeably reduc-
ing the NDVI score. The team hypothesized that limestone and lime plaster used in the
construction of the structures seeped into the soil inhibiting plant growth.
There are important differences to note between Saturno’s work and this project. One
is that the environments differ. Saturno’s work in Guatemala was done in heavily forested
areas. Oaxaca’s semi arid climate does not typically produce such dense forest. Therefore,
NDVI, which is a measure of plant stress, will most likely be less effective for Oaxaca. A
key difference in projects is Saturno’s use of the Ikonos satellite that has a spatial resolution
of 4 meters for multispectral imagery. This is compared to this project’s use of Hyperion
with a resolution of 30 meters (described further in section 4.1). Additionally, the Mayan
ruins are made up of large structures made inaccessible by dense forest. Extensive ground
surveys of the more accessible Oaxaca leave very little possibility of finding such large
structures. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the difference in resolution of Hyperion, being used
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Figure 2.2: Image of ancient Mayan site using Hyperion (left) and Ikonos (right) demon-
strating difference in spatial resolution.[15]
for this project, and Ikonos. Saturno states the infeasibility of using his visual inspection
technique for a sensor with a low spatial resolution, “In general, the 30 meter resolution
of the Landsat satellite imagery precluded success since biodiversity is highest in tropical
rainforests”[15]. On the other hand, Saturno did see a use for lower resolution imagery,
“it was feasible and advantageous to be able to observe entire watersheds and drainage
patterns in a single Landsat TM/ETM scene”[15].
The GIS system created by Saturno, et al. is an extensive multi-modal database
that is a good example to be emulated by the Oaxaca study. The wealth of information
can be viewed simultaneously in a geographic context, and it provides a single database
for numerous other studies to use. Their database included multiple satellite platform
imagery, airborne imagery, topographic data, and numerous forms vector data.
2.3 Prehistoric Trail Networks of Western Papagueŕıa
This study, done in the south western United States, incorporated the use of the Hyperion
sensor in an attempt to find archaeological sites. In his preliminary work, White (2007)
found that Hyperion had several obstacles to overcome. The main problem was Hyperion’s
low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of 200 to 1. Modern sensors have SNRs in the thousands.
This is an important fact to take into account because it puts an unavoidable limit on
the spectral differentiation that can be attained. Any materials that have differences in
spectra which fall below the SNR will not be detected because the variation due to random
noise is greater. White also found sensor flaws like spectral smile and striping that will
need to be corrected or accounted for in this project. Spectral smile occurs in push broom
sensors when a horizontal sample is spectrally dispersed onto a two dimensional array
in a curved shaped, misaligning the different wavelengths of light with their appropriate
detector element. Striping is the result of uncorrected biases or malfunctioning array
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elements that streak down push broom capture methods. The images White obtained were
level 1R, meaning they were radiometrically corrected but not geographically registered.
To avoid this issue, this project has acquired NASA funding for the level 1G imagery that
is registered and elevation corrected.
White’s Hyperion study again demonstrated the futility of feature detection with low
spatial resolution. White applied many of the ENVI (spectral image exploitation software)
hourglass processing[20]. This included the Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) Transform
which is basically a PCA transform that attempts to reduce the noise per band[8]. He also
had minimal success treating the sites he was looking for like mixtures of various materials
in the scene, since they essentially were structures made from the earth. In order to create
these mixtures, pixels of only a particular material, or homogeneous mixture of materials,
must be found. These are referred to as end members or pure pixels. ENVI provides
the Pixel Purity Index (PPI) and N-Dimensional Visualization for finding endmembers.
Once found, ENVI’s Mixture Tuned Matched Filter (MTMF) will search for all pixels of a
certain mixture. Despite using all these tools, White stated “The end results of applying
the proof of concept process to Hyperion data were not directly useful for this project”[20].
2.4 Greater Angkor Project (GAP)
The Greater Angkor Project[13] is one of the few archaeological projects to study civ-
ilizations on a macro level using remote sensing. They are currently studying a 3,000
km2 area surrounding Angkor Wat, Cambodia. It is this scope of study that the Oaxaca
project hopes to achieve, rather than strictly looking for archaeological sites for excavation.
A complete understanding of the complex civilization “has remained unresolved because
of insufficient data on the landscape beyond the great temples: the broader context of
the monumental remains was only partially understood and had not been adequately
mapped”[5]. This concept is analogous to performing detailed studies on Monte Albán
while having an inadequate understanding of the surrounding region and their interaction.
GAP differs from the Oaxaca project in the type of sensor being used. Their instrument
is the Airborne Synthetic Aperture Radar, more commonly referred to as AIRSAR. It is
an active sensor, meaning it generates radar signals to be reflected off the earth. This
is compared to passive sensors like Hyperion that use electromagnetic radiation from the
sun that reflects off the earth to generate a signal. AIRSAR’s active sensor can penetrate
up to 98% cloud cover. Another advantage of AIRSAR is that it is flown on an aerial
platform and not on a satellite, allowing for higher spatial resolution by simply being
closer to the ground. This allowed them to use visual inspection of pseudo colored images
for the study. As stated before, this is a painstaking task. For the GAP project, hundreds
of small satellite temples surrounding Angkor Wat were hand labeled by sifting through
imagery, looking for a distinctive temple shape.
Like Saturno’s GIS database, the GAP team developed a tool that the Oaxaca study
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would greatly benefit from imitating. Damian Evans was able to place the GAP GIS
online with a browser interface[5]. This is not only convenient but mitigates redundancy
in data by only having a single version of the GIS. The Oaxaca project includes scientists
from Boulder, Colorado; Rochester, New York and Ithaca, New York. Google Earth is
being utilized as a preliminary method of collaboration and will be described below.
2.5 Reforestation Patterns in Northern Ecuadorian Amazon[19]
This project applied unmixing and clustering techniques to Hyperion data, making it
very similar to the Oaxaca project. Walsh, et al. (2008) used PCA to reduce the data
dimensionality/size. To identify endmembers needed for unmixing (explained, along with
related concepts, in detail in section 5.3), the Pixel Purity Index (PPI) and N-Dimensional
Visualizer were used. This method is only a semi-automated/supervised method in which
the PPI automatically locates potential endmembers. This is achieved by projecting the
pixels in the image onto hundreds of randomly oriented vectors and saving the pixels
that are minima and maxima projections. Those saved pixels are then displayed using N-
Dimensional Visualizer which displays a three dimensional plot using three bands. More
than three dimensions can be displayed through a combination of changing band axes over
time and warping the axes to show four dimensions simultaneously (forcing to four axes
to become non orthogonal). The study was able to identify vegetation, shadow/water and
bare soil endmembers. The mixing ratios of these endmembers allowed them to differeniate
between primary, secondary and “other” forest classes. Clustering was conducted using the
ISODATA algorithm (explain in section 5.2.1). Walsh, et al. (2008) found that clustering
generated more accurate classification results (based on their limited ground truth sites)
than unmixing, however it required more human interpretation (i.e., cluster splitting,
merging and pixel labeling)[19].
Walsh, et at. (2008) desired, but were unable to achieve, further class differentiation:
“We hypothesized that to separate the different ages and types of secondary and succes-
sional forests would require additional spectral definition that Hyperion offered, but the
limitation of the 30-meter pixel persisted”[19]. The data reduction gained from applying
a PCA transform could have been the limiting factor. Walsh, et al. (2008) attempted to
circumvent the problem by examining the histograms of 143 of the Hyperion bands and
choosing several bands for analysis. Histograms cannot fully describe the variability or
importance of a band. Though computation size becomes an issue, the Oaxaca project
uses the entire 158 set of good bands (bands unobscured by spectral absorption regions
in the atmosphere) from Hyperion to achieve as detailed a classification as possible. The
unmixing technique used by Walsh, et at. is improved by incorporating a completely au-
tomated endmember finder, eliminating the complicated task of visualizing and selecting
pixels in a hyperspectral space.
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2.6 Land Use-Cover Change of Oaxaca, Meixco
In another study, vegetation maps gathered from surveys done in the 1980’s were compared
to vegetation maps created in 2001 using Landsat ETM+ imagery. To create the 2001
maps, the most important Mexican vegetation mapping experts formulated a four level
nested vegetation class hierarchy[18]. Landsat images were then printed on a scale of
1:125,000 and an expert visual interpretation was conducted with the aid of vector data
collected in other surveys. Relying on only visual interpretation of imagery and no spectral
algorithms limited the experts’ abilities. For example, the experts encountered confusion
differentiating montane cloud forest with sub-perennipholious tropical forest. Viewing
data in the digital format allows for a more thorough analysis (e.g., ENVI’s Z-profile and
linked displays), and also allows for the rapid sharing of data without having all the experts
travel to a common location. Another point of contention by archaeologists working on the
Oaxaca project is the use of rigid, though numerous, classes. Spectral unmixing (described
in Section 5.3) which compute fractional amounts of various materials allows for variation
and transition in classes. In many cases, clustering can produce spectral classes that do
not fall neatly into botanical categories.
Chapter 3
Objectives
Given that this project has been granted funding for 30 meter resolution Hyperion imagery,
it has been concluded from the research that spatial feature detection is not a fruitful task.
Also, given the extent of the research area, visual inspection is not an option for the entire
dataset. This project focuses on the exploitation of hyperspectral data, using the entire
data set and automated algorithms. The classification maps and other generated imagery
will only be a part of the entire GIS database. Learning from the GAP project, algorithms
should be customized to process full length flight lines so that the area can be studied
on a macro level, analyzing the interaction across large distances. The entire process is
made autonomous to allow the researchers to focus on analysis rather than spending time
monitoring the processing of large amounts of imagery. The resulting image products will
be interpreted by archaeologists to determine the types of materials each algorithm can





The primary task of this project will be exploitation of hyperspectral imagery from the
Hyperion sensor aboard Earth Observing-1 (EO-1). EO-1 was launched in 2000 as a
demonstration/validation mission. After a scheduled one year mission, EO-1 began an
extended mission to collect and distribute additional imagery. Through NASA funding,
the Oaxaca study will image approximately 30,000 km2 of area in the state of Oaxaca.
Table 4.2 shows some of the more relevant information about the Hyperion sensor. Using
Table 4.1: Hyperion Specifications
# Bands 220
Spectral Sensitivity 0.357-2.576 µm 10 nm bandwidth
Sensor Type Pushbroom
Scene Width 7.7 km
Scene Length 42 km or 185 km
Pixel Resolution 30 m
the extended 185 km scene length, the study area can be covered using 23 separate flight
lines of Hyperion. Figure 4.1 shows the simulated footprint of the expected flight lines. The
tilted orientation of the fightlines was calculated using lat/lon points found for Landsat
because EO1 follows the same path. It is ultimately desired to capture two sets of these
23 flight lines: one during the rainy season, approximately between May and August; the
other set during the dry season between September and April. This will allow for studies
on seasonal variation. Certain phenomena may be more easily distinguished during certain
seasons, e.g., NDVI scores during the rainy season. Learning from White’s research [20],
24
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Figure 4.1: Hyperion flight lines generated in IDL
the level 1G imagery that is radiance corrected and geo-registered has been acquired.
In the situation that the corrections have a detrimental effect on the spectral algorithms,
working closely with the United States Geological Survey (USGS) will also allow for access
to data levels with less correction. Some situations that could potentially cause issue are:
the accuracy of the registration, the interpolation performed, and incomplete calibration
error.
4.2 Satellite Tasking
After accessing all the locations of interest, the archaeologists on the project found the
latitude/longitude of the four corners of a box containing the study area. In order to task
Hyperion through the USGS, the center points of each flight line are needed. It was found
that 23 lines with minimal overlap could cover the entire region. Before choosing any
points, it was discovered that using the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate
system would provide a more rectilinear grid than latitude/longitude. It accomplishes
this by dividing the earth into narrow north to south running columns, each with its own
gird layout. Oaxaca conveniently falls entirely into UTM zone 14, reducing the small
amount of error that occurs at the edges of each zone and making conversion of all points
straightforward. WGS84 was used as the earth ellipsoid, a generalized mathematical
representation of the earth from which a coordinate system (UTM) can be projected.
WGS84 is the most widely used ellipsoid.
To calculate the centers of each flight line, the corners of the study area were converted
into UTM coordinates and the very middle coordinate found. A rough estimate of the angle
relative to north and south was calculated for the satellite’s orbital path using sample geo-
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rectified images from the USGS. A line of 23 points was calculated with the study region’s
middle coordinate as the center point and having a slope perpendicular to the orbital path
angle. The points were spaced using the swath width minus a 100 meter overlap suggested
by the USGS in order to have contiguous data. Incorporating the slope allows the flight
Figure 4.2: Simple diagram of flight line possibilities
lines to fall into an even box (shown as the left diagram in Figure 4.2); i.e., if the slope was
not used and the points placed in a horizontal east to west line, the top and bottom of the
collected region would be irregular because each flight line would be offset from the next
(shown as the right diagram in Figure 4.2). This is not of great importance but it does
avoid having the ends of each flight line be surrounded by areas with no collected data.
The center points were then converted back into lat./lon. for submission to the USGS. All
of these calculations were done using IDL with the coordinate conversion functions that
already exist in the software. Figure 4.1 shows the final footprints (flight lines) calculated
and displayed completely in IDL.
The Advanced Line Imager (ALI), being onboard EO-1 as well, captures imagery
simultaneously with Hyperion. Its swath width of 37 km will collect with the same center
coordinates. This will generate highly overlapping scenes but additional studies could take
advantage of this or simply choose every other ALI image.
Tasking is an ongoing process, with algorithms being applied to the any imagery cap-
tured up until that point in time. Complete coverage of the research area was not accom-
plished for this project, but the remaining flight lines can be processed identically to those
captured already. Each acquisition must be checked for cloud cover, with an acceptable
amount of under 30%. Acquisitions with too much cloud cover need to be retasked through
NASA. The first few images tasked were not collected at full scene length. At around the
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same time, archaeologists from Colorado voiced their desire to have imagery covering the
coastal region. As shown in Figure 4.1, this was not accounted for in the tasking. However,
once the images were taken at full scene length, the flight lines appear to be longer than
the 185 km advertised by NASA. Because of this, changes to the acquisition have been
postponed and imagery will be monitored by the available research team as it comes in
to evaluate the overall coverage. Also, the 100 meter overlap initially suggested by NASA
does not appear to connect all flight lines, in order to attain complete coverage. Again,
retasking will be postponed until more imagery is assessed.
At the beginning of the project, a method was needed to monitor the collective coverage
of imagery captured thus far. The archaeologists needed to evaluate what imagery should
be processed based on their geographic location and atmospheric clarity without having
to open each file individually. A GIS had several limitations that needed further research,
so it could not be used immediately. The main issue was the black border that surrounds
the georectified (rotated) images. Figure 4.3 illustrates this issue. No tools were available
within the GIS to set the border as transparent and more investigation was needed to
find software to create image formats that handle transparency, assuming the GIS can
handle transparent data. To quickly produce an image that archaeologists could assess,
a program was written in IDL that places color renderings of all flight lines into a single
image, maintaining their relative geographic locations. Because the images are so large
and IDL works slowly with loops, the program does not function in the straight forward
method of looping through pixels that are not in the border and placing them into the
larger image one by one. Rather, one image is read in and the indices that are active
(i.e., non-border pixels) are placed into a single array. This array is converted into two
arrays containing the x and y locations of each index relative to the image. Using the
geographic location information for the image, the x and y locations for each pixel are
converted into geographic coordinates. Prior to this, a large empty image was generated
by looping through all the images and using their geographic information to calculate the
overall image dimensions needed to hold all the flight lines. The geographic coordinates
of the image are then converted into indices relative to the large empty image, using
Table 4.2: ALI Specifications
# Bands 6, 3 additional, 1 panchromatic
Spectral Sensitivity 0.48-2.35 µm
Sensor Type Pushbroom
Scene Width 37 km
Scene Length 42 km or 185 km
Pixel Resolution 30 m multispectral, 10m panchromatic
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot of imagery loaded into a GIS where the black border obstructs
proper viewing
knowledge of both images’ geographic locations. At this point, the active flight line pixels
can be saved directly to the larger image by referencing the corresponding index arrays
for the flight line and the large image. The program was made more robust due to its
initial usefulness to the archaeologists. A GUI (shown in Figure 4.4) was created so images
could be selected from multiple folders and their filenames listed. Images can be displayed
in color, color infrared, or NDVI. Text labels are placed on each flight line so the full
hyperspectral data file can be identified. A back end GUI was created to rerender flight
lines that were overlapped by other flight lines (right GUI in Figure 4.4). Because the
large scene was generated in IDL and sent to ENVI, the geographic coordinates can be
seen using the cursor location tool, and the full data range is preserved, allowing for the
numerous contrast enhancement options in ENVI. Also the image can be zoomed all the
way into a single pixel if desired.
4.3 Geographic Information System
The products of hyperspectral image processing will be placed into a GIS along with mul-
tiple other modalities of geo-referenced data (see Figure 4.6). This includes multispectral
data from the Advanced Line Imager (ALI) that can be used for future studies. Aerial film
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Figure 4.4: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for rendering flightlines. Initial GUI on left
for selecting imagery for rendering and visualization type. GUI on right for bringing a
flight line that is being covered by another to the foreground.
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Figure 4.5: Flight lines up to March 1, 2009 rendered together using the IDL custom
program
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photography from the 1970’s has been purchased. High resolution scans of topographic
maps and vector maps of many different structural features were also purchased from the
Instituto Nacional de Estad́ıstica y Geograf́ıa (INEGI) in Mexico. High resolution multi-
spectral imagery is being purchased for archaeological sites of high interest. The current
software proposed for viewing this data is ESRI’s ArcView. Populating the GIS database
has been postponed until further analysis is done to see which algorithms will be useful
for viewing and a method of sharing the database is determined.
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Figure 4.6: Example of addition data for GIS. Sample ALI image available on the USGS
website at the left. Topographic map provided by INEGI at top right. 1970 Aerial photo




NASA generated a convenient webpage where captured flight lines can be downloaded.
The Hyperion level 1G data comes as a gzip compressed archive file (.gz). Unzipping the
file creates a folder with 242 separate tiff files for each band and one text metafile. The
metafile contains such information as acquisition information, georeferencing information,
band names, etc. An ENVI add on tool developed by Dr. White[20] for his research was
acquired that automatically places the individual tiff images into a single hyperspectral
data cube that can be manipulated in ENVI. The tool creates a bad bands list for bands
that lie in atmospheric absorption regions. It also includes the option for how the image is
stored (i.e. row*column*band or band*row*column) which is important if the data are to
be fed into an algorithm such as FLAASH for atmospheric correction. A mask is generated
to denote the active pixels. Here, “active” means the active pixels are collected data pixels
and not the black border that surrounds a rotated image (due to the georectification) to
make it square. A separate program was written in IDL that has slightly more functionality
than White’s. It uncompresses the gzip file and tiles the image into regions of interest.
White’s program is an unmodifiable/unreadable Graphic User Interface (GUI), meaning
a user selects options from a window. The rewritten version acts as a function that can
be run autonomously for multiple files and can be placed into the beginning of algorithms
so that they can run from start to finish simply by selecting the files provided by NASA.
5.1.1 Image Tiling
In order for the archaeologists to analyze the data in the context of the entire study area,
and due to the shear size of each full length image, the clustering and unmixing algorithms
were modified to process the image in tiles. The method in which the image is tiled varies
depending on the algorithm, and the final output differs from what would be generated if
33
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the algorithm was applied to the entire image at once. However, an entire Hyperion flight
line cannot be held in memory with the available research computers, and the time needed
to process that many pixels through the various clustering and unmixing algorithms would
be on the order of days. Numerous methods were attempted to tile the images, many of
which required too much computation time. The preliminary attempt to set each tile as
a different ENVI Region Of Interest (ROI) failed because reading the hyperspectral data
from a tile that was approximately 400 by 500 pixels took about 20 minutes. With almost
20 tiles of that size making up a full length flight line over 6 hours would be required just
to read the image into memory. Another attempt was made to loop through the active
pixels in a tile and read in each one individually using ENVI GET DATA. This took well
over 20 minutes so this process was abandoned as well.
The most efficient method found for tiling the imagery was developed based on the
functionality of the IDL programming language along with its ENVI interface. It should
first be pointed out that ENVI was an invaluable tool because it allowed the entire hy-
perspectral data cube to be viewed and manipulated through IDL seamlessly. While the
overall size of the images is an issue, another major factor is the black border that sur-
rounds the rotated image. Even though all the values in this border are zero for all 242
bands, they still take up as much memory as the pixels with spectral information. As
a result of the flight line orientation, the border pixels make up approximately 85% of
the entire image, leaving only 14% of the pixels in the image as useful. The NASA Level
1 Radiance (L1R) imagery does not suffer from this issue; however, geo-referencing and
application of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) would have postponed the clustering and
unmixing products needed by the archaeologists for their initial expedition into the field.
The first step in tiling the image is generating a single binary map that denotes the
difference between active (locations with spectral information) and border pixel locations.
While White calculates this by some unknown process, the batch program uses the first
band of the hyperspectral cube. Band 1 is listed as a bad band in the cube, but it
was noticed in ENVI that it does have values different from zero where the actual image
information lies. To ensure that band 1 highlighted all active pixels, a program was
generated that summed the spectral data over all good bands. Good bands are all bands
that do not fall into atmospheric absorption windows and store some amount of ground
reflected radiance. The summation of these bands was compared to band 1, checking to
see that all pixel locations with a value greater than zero matched. It was found over
several images that band 1 highlighted all active pixels. Using band 1 saves the time that
would be required to read in all 158 good bands one at a time and save the locations of
active pixels. It also reduces code complexity.
To tile the image, the length is divided by a user defined spacing as shown in Figure
5.1. This subimage, that is the full image width by the user defined length, is taken
from the mask and collapsed onto the x dimension (i.e., the total along the y dimension).
This creates an array where the minimum and maximum non-zero locations are the left
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Figure 5.1: Simplified diagram of tiling process
and right most active pixels. Knowing the user defined length spacing, the top, bottom,
left, and right bounds of a box containing mostly active pixels can be read in from the
data cube sitting in ENVI. In implementation, these bound locations are placed into the
“dims” variable which is then used in the ENVI GET DATA function. This entire process
is repeated down the remaining length of the flight line.
5.2 Clustering
Clustering attempts to remove superficial variability in data leaving general categories of
materials and possibly revealing unseen patterns. Clustering is different from feature de-
tection because it classifies all the pixels in an image, giving a representation of the spatial
interaction between different materials in the scene, rather than finding one particular
material. The key to clustering is dividing the image into as few meaningful classes as
possible, as determined by the archaeologists. Too many classes and the coherence of the
underlying materials is lost; too few and different materials in the scene are indistinguish-
able.
Clustering algorithms can fall into two general categories: supervised and unsuper-
vised. Supervised clustering requires a user to select or provide data representative of
the classes desired. This method allows the user to find classes that they deem useful
rather than finding all spectrally different classes. However, this requires time, experi-
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ence, and expertise. Unsupervised clustering only requires initial parameters to be set
before running the algorithm. These parameters greatly impact the final classification
map generated. Therefore, a great deal of time must be spent understanding how all
the parameters in each algorithm impact the final classification, and whether the same
parameters are valid from scene to scene.
5.2.1 K-means and IsoData
Algorithm Explanation
The K-means clustering algorithm is a functional tool of the ENVI package and is refer-
enced from Tou and Gonzalez’s text[17]. K-means represents spectral data as points in
a multi dimensional space. For example, in Hyperion data, having 242 bands, each pixel
is thought of as a point in a 242 dimensional space. To begin, a user selected number of
initial points is evenly placed within the space. Every pixel in the image is assigned to
the point having the smallest Euclidian distance from that pixel to the point,√√√√ n∑
i=1
(pi − qi)2 (5.1)
where n is the number of dimensions, pi is the value of the pixel in that dimension, and
qi is the value of the initial point in that dimension. Once all pixels are assigned to their
closest initial point, the mean of each grouping of pixels is calculated. Every pixel is
then assigned to its closest mean and the process is repeated until the means no longer
change. In the situation where certain pixels alternate between two means each iteration,
a threshold can be set that designates the minimum number of changing pixels allowed
for completion. The produced class map shows which class mean each pixel was assigned
to. Another parameter can be set so that pixels that are a certain distance or number
of standard deviations away from any mean are considered unclassified. IsoData, also
available in ENVI, is fundamentally the same as K-means except it has the added ability
to merge means that are closer than a user specified Euclidian distance from each other
and remove classes containing less than a user specified number of pixels.
The advantage of these algorithms is that they are unsupervised. They are also rel-
atively straightforward and are not computationally intensive. The disadvantage of the
K-means algorithm is that the classification is highly dependent on the number of classes
that the user specifies[16]. This would either require some prior knowledge of the scene or
expert (i.e archaeologist) assessment of all class maps. IsoData attempts to correct this
issue, however, the merging technique is not perfect and will again require validation. It
also includes the complication of added parameters, where deciding at what distance class
means should be merged and how small a class can be before it is removed would take
even more prior knowledge of extensive testing. By using only the mean information of
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Figure 5.2: Simple diagram of the K-means algorithm[14]
the data points, these algorithms do not take into account the variability in each class.
For example, if there were a class with a very large standard deviation, the data points
along the outside of the class would most likely be placed into other incorrect classes based
solely on their closeness to another class mean.
Hyperion Customization
The simplicity of the K-means/IsoData algorithm and its availability as an ENVI tool
makes it the only method that could be run over the entire image. However, the tiling
process is still applied because of its faster computation time. Since it is an ENVI tool,
its convenience and reliable output made it ideal for developing and testing the tiling
and recombining process. The recombination process follows a methodology similar to
IsoData. The individual spectral mean (µi) and standard deviation (σi) is calculated for




∣∣∣∣µ1(i)− µ2(i)σ1(i) + σ2(i)
∣∣∣∣, (5.2)
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where i is the band index and is summed over n, the number of bands. A user specified
threshold is set so that a set of classes falling under the threshold are merged into a
single class. Repeating this calculation for every combination of classes generates the final
number of classes for an entire flight line. Each tile class map is placed back into the
overall scene using a lookup table containing the values of the “global” classes. Equation
5.2 can easily be changed for another spectral similarity metric such as angular distance or
Euclidean distance. Equation 5.2 was chosen as a preliminary metric because it takes into
account distance and variance. The metric grows larger as the class means become further
apart, or either standard deviation becomes smaller. A conditional argument was placed
into the program to take into account the situation where the standard deviation is zero.
This only occurs for the border pixels, all having the exact same value of zero and therefore
a standard deviation of zero. A potential flaw to this metric is if a cluster is found that has
a very large standard deviation. Normal clusters surrounding that widely spread cluster
have the potential of being merged into one if the threshold is set too high. Classes with
a large standard deviation could potentially be flagged so this does not occur, but does
was not implemented in the code. Further investigation would be needed to determine at
what threshold is considered a large standard deviation.
In an attempt to further reduce calculation time, it was desired to only process active
pixels and ignore the small amount of remaining border pixels in each tile. To accomplish
this, the active pixels within a single tile were found and stacked into a single vector. I.e.,
if there are n active pixels in a tile, it was reformed to a vector of size n × 1 × bands or
1×n× bands. When these “1D” vectors were sent to ENVI and k-means applied to them,
the calculation time actually increased from a few seconds per tile to over 20 minutes
per “1D” vector. The theorized reason for this increase in time even though the number
of pixels being evaluated decreased is that ENVI internally tiles images. It appears that
the process of tiling and keeping track of each tile’s data requires much more time than
the K-means algorithm. It also appears that ENVI internally tiles the imagery based on
columns because when a tile was converted into one long row vector, the calculation time
increased. When a tile was converted into a spectral column vector, ENVI produced an
error.
It was initially planned to tile a flight line with a certain amount of overlap between
each tile. It was hypothesized that evaluating the overlap would produce information
that could be used to merge classes. A study was done creating overlapping tile regions.
At each pixel location in the overlap, the class mean vector assigned to that pixel is
compared to the class mean vector assigned by the other tile’s classmap. The comparison
metric used was Euclidian distance (equation 5.1) which was compiled for every pixel in an
overlap area. Ideally, some of the classes between overlapping tiles would be identical and
labelled to the same pixel location in the overlapping region. This is impossible but if the
classes were at least similar, classes could be merged that fall within the maximum or near
maximum recorded Euclidian distance. Another theoretical outcome would be a bimodal
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histogram, where the lobe containing the lower Euclidian distances would represent pixels
labeled with similar classes. The other lobe would represent pixels that belong to one class
in one tile and a very dissimilar class in the next tile. In this situation, the trough in the
bimodal curve could be used as the threshold for merging similar classes. A scheme for
deciding which class dissimilar pixels belonged to would have to be devised; however, this
is unnecessary because the histogram of the Euclidian distances was inconclusive. The
actual plot ended up being a gaussian with large extent. The tail end of the gaussian
being a distance so large that all classes would be merged into a single class if it were
used as a threshold. In summary, the gaussian shape provided no insight into at what
value classes should be merged to create a continuous classmap over an entire flight line.
Therefore, no overlap was implemented and classes are merged based on a class standard
deviation and mean like in IsoData. A benefit of this method is that more computation
time is required with overlap, because pixels are being evaluated twice in the overlap.
5.2.2 Gradient Flow
Algorithm Explanation
Developed by Basener et al.[2], Gradient Flow provides a novel approach to remote sensing
image classification based on graph theory. Rather than finding class means and points
that surround them, Gradient Flow identifies classes by pixels that are densely packed
together in a multidimensional space. Figure 5.3 is a one dimensional illustration of how
Figure 5.3: Example histogram where the peaks are likely class centers
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values of high density are likely class centers. The graph shows a theoretical case of three
materials with different grey values. The assumption is that each class will have enough
pixels of a certain grey value to produce a maximum in the histogram. The solid vertical
lines denote minima in the histogram that would serve as the threshold that separates one
class from another. Gradient Flow, conceptually, is a hill climbing algorithm where pixels
travel uphill toward a peak, denoted by the dotted lines, and are classified as whichever
peak they travel to.
Figure 5.4: (Upper left) Three synthetically generated classes. (Upper right) The graph
generated by connecting each point to its 6 nearest neighbors. (Lower) The arrows indicate
the direction of movement in the gradient flow.[2]
For spectral imagery, the algorithm first computes the Euclidean distance (equation
5.1) between every pixel and every other pixel producing the n×n (n being the number of
pixels) nearest neighbor matrix. A user-defined number of nearest neighbors are found for
every pixel. The distances for each pixel’s nearest neighbors are summed to calculate its
total distance, i.e., if a pixel is surrounded closely by many other pixels, its total distance
to those nearest pixels will be small while outlying pixels will have a large total distance.
Each pixel’s density is defined using the equation
K = e−D∗D (5.3)
where K is the density and D is the total distance in digital counts. Equation 5.3 turns the
linear distances into a decaying exponential where pixels with close surrounding neighbor
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pixels (i.e., high density pixel) have a high K value. A smoothing takes place where
the density of each pixel is averaged with density of its neighbors. This removes local
variation due to noise or any other factors besides variation between classes. Next, the
densities of each pixel’s nearest neighbors are assessed. If a neighbor has a higher density,
that pixel is assigned that neighbor’s index and value. This step is repeated with a pixel
being assigned to its more dense neighbor until assignments no longer have more dense
neighbors. The product of this algorithm is a class map where each class is represented
by the single densest pixel of that class.
An advantage of this algorithm is that it is unsupervised like K-means and IsoData.
Unlike K-means, it determines the number of classes in the image along with the class map.
Gradient Flow has not been fully utilized for remote sensing which can be considered an
advantage as well as a disadvantage. This study is one of the first to evaluate the impact
of changing its two main parameters: the number of nearest neighbors and the amount of
smoothing. The major issue with Gradient Flow is that the calculation of the Euclidean
distances between every point is highly computationally intensive. Preliminary work has
shown that not only does this process take a great deal of time but it also can potentially
reach the limit of the system’s memory.
Hyperion Customization
The tiling process was applied to Gradient Flow. An added step was to stack only the
active pixels in each tile into a one-dimensional spectral vector as described in Hyperion
Customization subsection of Section 5.2.1. This process was unsuccessful for K-means and
IsoData because of ENVI’s internal tiling process. A version of Gradient Flow was written
in IDL so it requires less computation time given the further reduced number of pixels.
The most computationally intensive calculation of the euclidean distances was written in
the C programming language for faster processing and the ability to handle the memory
requirements. All of the other algorithms/analysis was done on a Mac running OSX and
relying on its Unix foundation. Unfortunately, the C program could not properly compile
when run on the Mac platform so work was done on the Windows operating system only
for Gradient Flow.
Parameter Case Study
A study was conducted to learn the impact of the parameters on the Oaxaca imagery as
well as size of the imagery. The number of nearest neighbors parameter, k, was tested
from 10 to 50 neighbors. Smoothing, m, was tested for 0 to 20 iterations. Flight line
EO1H0240482009089110QK was used because it contains urban, farm, shore, and forest
environments. Due to the enormous computational intensity of calculating the euclidian
distances for all points and their corresponding nearest neighbors, processing a reduced
data set was used. Three test images were produced: the flight line was nearest-neighbor
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Table 5.1: 10% resized image. Number of classes found by Gradient Flow algorithm.
Nearest neighbor k value shown down the side. Smoothing iterations m value denoted
across the top.
k\m 0 5 10 15 20
10 266 39 31 22 18
20 108 21 15 13 12
30 63 13 9 14 7
40 46 10 6 9 5
50 34 10 6 6 5
Table 5.2: 20% resized image
k\m 0 5 10 15 20
10 924 69 44 38 29
20 355 40 24 23 17
30 193 32 23 17 12
40 134 25 16 14 12
50 109 19 16 12 9
Table 5.3: Image subset
k\m 0 5 10 15 20
10 1109 87 54 39 26
20 406 35 19 13 10
30 227 24 13 8 5
40 156 14 8 4 4
50 115 14 7 4 4
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resampled to 10%, 20% its size, and a subset region of the original image was taken (see
Figure 5.5). The 10% image was chosen as a preliminary test case to assess the utility of
the parameter study. After seeing interesting results from the 10% image, the 20% image
was created because it would sample more pixels from the flight line while bordering on
the memory limit inherent to Gradient Flow. The subset image analyzed a region at full
resolution and again was selected to be as large as memory would allow. In selecting
the subset, the region that was most environmentally diverse, determined through visual
interpretation, was chosen. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show the computed number of classes.
The value used for k is shown down the first column, and the m value across the first row.
Figure 5.5: Flight line EO1H0240482009089110QK used in Gradient Flow parameter case
study. Subset image used for study shown magnified from entire flight line. Images are
not to scale with those used in study.
Evident in the 20% image and the image subset, an m value of zero does not provide
a useful class map with over 100 classes being identified. The number of classes rises
exponentially as the values of either k or m are reduced. From visual inspection, it
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appeared that the 10% image under-sampled the data set to heavily. The number of
urban pixels was reduced to the extent that it no longer created a density peak. When
the values of k and m were small, creating many classes, it still appeared as though there
were only in the range of 20 classes. The remaining classes only held a few pixels and
were spatially dispersed through the image. The 20% image was able to locate smaller
classes such as the urban pixels. True to all the images, the general spatial patterns
are maintained regardless of the parameter settings. Only the borders of classes begin to
change as the parameters change. Similarly whether the smoothing is high and the number
of nearest neighbors is low or visa versa, the changes in classification are not strong enough
to make any conclusion from visual analysis of the images. The interconnected relationship
between parameters k and m would be better studied using controlled test data.
5.3 Spectral Unmixing
Spectral unmixing algorithms attempt to calculate the constituents of a pixel. This process
was pursued by White[20] and briefly described in Section 2.3. These algorithms are
considered a subpixel technique because they attempt to overcome the limitation set by the
spatial resolution of the sensor. Unmixing is a geometric methodology to image processing.
It uses vector geometry (e.g., angles, projections, or euclidean distances) to represent a
set of points that lie in a spectral space. This is opposed to a stochastic methodology that
uses statistical measures to describe a set of data.
Unmixing represents a set of data as a convex hull. The most extreme data points are
selected as the vertices that connect to make a shape that encapsulates the rest of the
data points, a simplex. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.6d. Any point in the
data set can be represented as linear mixtures of the endmembers. This is appropriately
called a Linear Mixture Model (LMM). In imagery, endmembers represent “pure pixels”;
pixels that are composed of a single material or a homogeneous mixture of materials (like
soil and grass). Theoretically, the linear mixture of these endmembers correlates with the
ratio of on ground material that make up that pixel. For example, if water, soil, and grass
endmembers/pure pixels are found, the remaining pixels are composed of some amount
of those materials. Numerous algorithms exist that calculate the points defining the best
fitting convex hull in 2 and 3 dimensions[8]. While impossible to visualize, the mathematics
holds for data in higher dimension, but fewer algorithms exist that can calculate the convex
hull for the few hundred dimensional data points in hyperspectral imagery.
5.3.1 Maximum Distance Method (MaxD)
The MaxD algorithm was developed at RIT’s Center for Imaging Science by Lee[10] and
further evaluated by Schott[1]. Summarized in Figure 5.6, it begins by finding the two
most spectrally euclidean distant pixels from the entire image cloud. They are labeled
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Figure 5.6: Two-dimensional diagram graphically illustrating the MaxD algorithm. a) a
set of pixels plotted by spectral value. b) pixels of maximum separation are highlighted
in red with a line that shows their difference vector. The vector orthogonal to the vector
connecting the maxima is shown as the dotted line. c) the projection of all pixels onto
a the orthogonal vector. The point furthest from the projected location of the first two
maxima highlighted in red. d) the original data set with maxima highlighted in red and
connected representing the convex hull of this set of pixels.
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as the first two endmembers. The pixels are then projected onto the hyperplane that is
orthogonal to the vector connecting the first two endmembers. This produces a subspace
one dimension smaller than the original, where the first two endmembers are projected
one onto the other. The pixel furthest from the overlapping endmembers is labeled as
the third endmember. The pixels are again projected onto the hyperplane orthogonal to
the vector connecting the first two endmembers and the third. The forth endmember is
the one furthest from the first three endmembers that all project onto the same point in
the subspace (now two dimensions smaller than the original). This process is repeated
for a user defined number of endmembers or the number of dimensions is reduced to zero,
which would produce a number of endmembers equal to one more than the number of
dimensions in the image.
The advantage of MaxD is that it is completely automated (i.e., unsupervised). It is a
set process, as opposed to PPI (described in Section 2.5) that uses random vectors, making
it computationally fast and it locates the same endmembers every time for a particular
image. Locating the same endmembers, listed in the same order, means that MaxD need
only be run once for a given image because it will always produce the same result. So
MaxD can be set to find a large number of endmembers and various subsets can be used
for unmixing. The configuration of MaxD also ranks the endmembers in order of intensity,
where the distance from the data set’s center decreases after each iteration.
A disadvantage to MaxD is that it is sensitive to noise. It does not use population
means or some other process to account for outliers. Therefore, any dead pixels, saturated
pixels or pixels with large magnitude added by noise are labeled as endmembers. The
entire unmixing processes relies on the convex hull assumption. Factors like resolution
and scene composition are large factors in whether are not the perimeter of the convex
hull even contains pure pixels. MaxD and other automated schemes like PPI can also be
limited in its automation, being unable to locate an endmember that an image analyst is
specifically interested in.
5.3.2 Stepwise Linear Unmixing
Once endmembers are found, the calculation of their pixel composition is straight forward.
A pixel is modeled as
x = Ma+ w, (5.4)
where x is a pixel vector, with data values at each band, M is a matrix that contains
the endmembers, a is a vector containing the endmember weights, and w is a vector that
holds the residual error that is not included in the summation each endmember and its
corresponding weight. This is the basis of the LMM. Equation 5.4 can be constrained
either partially or fully. The additivity constraint is expressed as
N∑
i=1
ai = 1 (5.5)
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where N is the number of endmembers. I.e., the weights of each endmember must add
up to one. That creates a partially constrained equation; to fully constrain the values,
the stipulation ai ≥ 0 is added. Constraining the weights allows physically realizable
measurements placed on the materials being analyzed as endmembers. For example, a
constrained case could express a pixel as being made up of 20% soil and 80% water. An
unconstrained but mathematically plausible case could produce a result of -10% vegetation
and 135% paved road. The weights in a are also called the abundances. a can be calculated
using linear mathematics as
x = Mâ
MTx = MTMâ
â = (MTM)−1MTx (5.6)
where â is an estimation of a (in a least squares sense) since the error term w is not
included. Placing all the pixels’ abundances into their corresponding spatial locations in
the image is called an abundance map.
Stepwise unmixing [8] attempts to place only the endmembers that exist in the pixel
into matrix M from equation 5.4. This should reduce the residual error in the LMM,
as well as more accurately represent the materials that compose the pixel. Very rarely
will a pixel contain all the materials in the scene, and the small amounts of abundance
produced by error for numerous endmembers not in the pixel can obscure the true abun-
dances of endmembers that do exist (particularly in the constrained case). It begins by
considering the pixel under investigation as a fractional amount of a single end member
that has the highest projection value. The difference between the fractional amount of
that end member (i.e., a linear mixture of a single end member) and the pixel’s actual
spectrum is calculated as the error (w from equation 5.4). This calculation is repeated
using a linear combination of the first endmember and every combination of the remaining
endmembers. If the error calculated for all the endmember combinations is greater than
that of using one endmember, only the first end member is used to describe the pixel. If
any of the two endmember combinations has a smaller error, the procedure is repeated us-
ing the two endmember combination with smallest error and every combination of a third
endmember. Figure 5.7 shows a simplified flowchart of this process. In this fashion, each
pixel is only described using the endmembers that most likely contributed to its captured
spectrum. The only drawback compared to linear unmixing is the computation time is
greatly increased.
Hyperion Customization
To process an entire flight line, the tiling process was used as well as the pixel stacking
process described in Hyperion Customization, Section 5.2.2. Rather than running MaxD
and unmixing each tile then merging the tiles, only MaxD is run on each tile to locate a
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Figure 5.7: Flowchart describing stepwise unmixing algorithm
user defined number of endmembers. The endmembers found per tile are placed together
into a single array and MaxD is run on that compilation of endmembers. Using these
“global” endmembers, the active pixels from each tile are put through stepwise unmixing.
Even with the shortcuts of running MaxD first and only unmixing active pixels, the entire
process takes almost 8 hours when run on a contemporary laptop computer. The result,
however, is a seamless abundance map of an entire flight line where each band shows the
fractional amount of that endmember over the entire scene.
The program was customized to incorporate the ability to apply a mask to the image.
In this fashion, the result of clustering or endmember abundances of interest can be con-
verted into a mask. The program will then find endmembers over the entire scene for only
the mask pixels and unmix the image based on those endmembers. The program actually
runs exactly the same except the tiling process finds the right and left bounds of the mask
and stacks only the mask pixels into a one dimensional vector. Using this function, single
classes can be further unmixed to differentiate subclasses. E.g., soil could be unmixed into
multiple specific geologic classifications and vegetation can be divided into forest types or
floral communities.
It should be pointed out that, while likely, the “global” endmembers may not be the
true endmembers for the entire flight line. If more true endmembers lie in a single tile
than the user specified selection amount, then the difference will not be included in the
“global” endmembers. This is even more true when using a mask. The same number of
endmembers are saved from one tile to another regardless of how many mask pixels are
included in the tile. The higher number of endmembers selected per tile, the more likely
all the true endmembers will be found. The opposing factor to increasing the number of
endmembers is that the computation time increases, but MaxD runs very quickly relative
to the unmixing process.
In addition to the mask, a separate program was created that calculates mean vectors
for multiple ROIs opened in ENVI. It saves the means so that they can be ingested into the
stepwise unmixing function as endmembers. This supervised version of stepwise unmixing
can be used if the archaeologists identify classes of interest that are not located by MaxD,
PPI, or some other endmember locator. It can also serve as a benchmark to compare the
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output of MaxD endmembers to expert selected endmembers using a common unmixing
algorithm. Ideally, MaxD would be able to generate similar abundance maps without the
added effort needed for supervised endmember selection.
Unmixing Case Studies
A preliminary study was done to assess the utility of stepwise unmixing, the number of
endmembers needed, and the relationship of endmembers between tiles in an image. After
running MaxD and stepwise unmixing on a single tile, it was decided to use 20 endmem-
bers (again found with MaxD) on each of 8 tiles composing a flight line. Using visual
interpretation from a non-archaeologist, each abundance map was labelled according to
the likeliest class that endmember represents. Table 5.4 shows the results, where “black”
Table 5.4: Results of preliminary stepwise unmixing study. 42 km flight line was divided
into 8 tiles and unmixed using 20 endmembers selected by MaxD. The visually interpreted
material was labeled for each tile and endmember combination. Black refers to endmem-
bers with no significant abundance for that tile. Unknown denotes abundance patterns
from materials that could not be identified through visual interpretation of color images.
Veg. is short for vegetation.
EM Tile 1 Tile 2 Tile 3 Tile 4 Tile 5 Tile 6 Tile 7 Tile 8
1 black water manmade soil black black water black
2 black black black black black black black black
3 black black black black soil veg. veg. black
4 black black unknown manmade black black light soil water
5 soil manmade unknown soil black veg. water unknown
6 black soil black black black unknown soil light soil
7 manmade manmade black light soil manmade black black veg.
8 black black black veg. black black veg black
9 veg black black light soil soil black light soil veg.
10 veg. black black veg. veg. veg. soil veg.
11 veg. veg. soil light soil unknown water black veg.
12 water veg. veg. veg. black veg. black soil
13 manmade soil soil soil black light soil veg. veg.
14 veg. veg. soil black veg. soil light soil veg.
15 veg. veg. soil unknown black light soil veg. veg.
16 soil black light soil manmade soil black soil veg
17 soil black soil veg. soil veg. black veg
18 black manmade black soil light soil veg. veg. veg.
19 black veg. water unknown soil veg. veg. veg.
20 manmade unknown unknown soil soil soil veg. veg.
is labeled for endmembers with very low abundances and “unknown” labeled for uniden-
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tifiable patterns given visual RGB interpretation. The number of “black” classifications
shows the susceptibility of MaxD to noise or other extraneous single pixel error. In this
case, a noise/error pixel that appears once in the image was labeled as an endmember,
leaving all the remaining pixels with low abundance of that spectral outlier. While this
shows a flaw in MaxD, it shows the advantage to stepwise unmixing. By choosing only
endmembers that best model spectra, the stepwise process correctly disregards the noise
endmember for all pixels except for the exact pixel the endmember was chosen from.
MaxD ranks the endmembers according to intensity, and the study shows that even the
20th endmember is a class with significant ground coverage and correlation to a ground
level material. Vegetation appears in numerous endmembers (sample spectrum shown in
Figure 5.8: Sample vegetation spectrum found by MaxD
Figure 5.8), demonstrating the potential for subdivision of floral communities. Vegetation
and other classes also appear across tiles, meaning that not all 120 (20 EMs times 6 tiles)
endmembers are needed to represent the entire flight line. Without rigorous investigation,
it was found that multiple vegetation abundance maps made similar spatial structure.
Hence MaxD is run on tile endmembers to produce “global” endmembers.
Another study attempted to find the ideal number of endmembers by comparing the
summation of the weighted endmembers to the original pixel spectrum. Basically this
looks at the residual error term, w, in the linear mixing equation (Equation 5.4). The
residual error was totaled for a single tile using 1 to 100 endmembers. As the number
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of endmembers increases, the residual error will decrease because there are more spectral
shapes to add together to reconstruct the original spectrum. If the residual error dropped
significantly at a certain number of endmembers, it would be ideal to use only that many
endmembers. After running the study on a test tile that included numerous environments,
the error plot (shown in Figure 5.9) showed no significant drop-off point. As the first few
endmembers are incorporated the error reduces quickly, but the rate of reduction becomes
nearly constant. There were no inflections or drop-offs in the error that would make using
a certain number of endmembers more substantial than using one more or less endmember.
On closer analysis, the gradual reduction in error should have been expected because step-
wise unmixing is being utilized. Endmembers that would contribute substantial amounts
of error are excluded by the stepwise unmixing algorithm. The transition between having
too few classifications to be useful and so many that the data are cluttered is a gradual
one. The ultimate decision is best left to the interpretation of the archaeologists.
Figure 5.9: Plot of residual error based on number of endmembers used from MaxD and
stepwise unmixing.
Early in the study, there was concern about the difference between the geo-rectified Hy-
perion imagery and the raw radiance imagery. NASA states that the level 1G geo-rectified
images are geo-referenced and elevation corrected using cubic convolution interpolation.
Cubic convolution is a widely used interpolation method that tends to sharpen edges by
calculating the intermediate value of pixels that appear in the interpolated image[7]. By
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fitting a cubic function between data values that appear in the original image, it can actu-
ally increase the contrast in the interpolated image. While this is useful for visual analysis,
it creates spectra that do not exist in the hyperspectral data cube. The impact of this on
clustering is assumed to be minimal because clustering is already removing much of the
superficial variation. Its impact on unmixing and potential work in target detection is less
understood. As a means of quickly determining if and to what extent the geo-rectified
data and the radiance (level 1R) data differ, MaxD was run (using the tiling process) on
a scene at the two different levels of processing. It was discovered that not a single one of
twenty endmembers matched exactly between level 1G and 1R images. Using euclidean
distance, it was found that less than ten endmembers were similar to each other. On
closer analysis, it appears that the L1R image contains error pixels from when the sensor
is turned off and on (at the very top and bottom of the image) when some of the bands
have not started collecting. While these findings have no direct impact, besides slightly
differing abundance maps, to this particular project, it should be further investigated. If
it were found that the L1R images are more spectrally accurate and that is important, an
in-house method of geo-rectifying the imagery would need to be devised. It was for this
reason and the need for initial results that the L1R data were not used despite the cubic
convolution interpolation that is being applied to the L1G imagery.
5.4 Google Earth
A major task in this research is sharing the information between researchers from different
universities and the researchers that are in the field. It has been discovered that Google
Earth is a useful tool in overcoming the communication obstacle. One advantage of Google
Earth is that it is free. Various GIS databases and ENVI all require a heavy license fee
per computer they are on. These licenses generally only last for a certain period of
time before having to pay to renew them, not to mention upgrade versions. Only the
professional version of Google Earth has a cost; otherwise updates and downloads are
completely free. This is beneficial to the archaeologists who take laptops into the field and
paying to place a copy of a GIS would not be practical. A key advantage of Google Earth
is the high resolution imagery and vector data (e.g., city markers, political boundaries and
shores) native to the software. In any other GIS, these types of information would have
to be located, converted to a common coordinate system, and uploaded to the database.
Locating the high resolution panoramically stitched data Google Earth offers would be a
major task in itself.
Google Earth is compatible with transparency data found in PNGs, GIFs, and TIFs,
which is extremely important to the geo-rectified Hyperion imagery (see Figure 4.3). Open
source software called ImageMagick is used to apply this transparency. ImageMagick can
be utilized from the command line so it can be applied automatically to multiple images. It
is currently being run through Unix, but is available in numerous other languages such as
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C, Java, and Perl. The “convert” command can be used to set black pixels as transparent
pixels in a single command.
In a recent update, Google Earth has incorporated the ability to date imagery. This
allows for a comparison over time of older high resolution data to the images produced by
this project. It also opens up the ability to add date information to the Hyperion imagery
for future seasonal studies. Images can be displayed according to a time slider bar at the
top of the program. The rest of the software is just as user friendly, using minimal buttons
and intuitive controls. Yet another major advantage to Google Earth is that imagery can
be made internet accessible. Data can be stored on any web server or various different web
servers; the downloaded files become simple hyperlinks to the data. Not only does this
make sharing imagery extremely efficient and convenient, it solves the issue of researchers
having to download (or ship) large quantities of data. It should be pointed out that some
GIS software has the ability to display its data through a web browser. However, data
cannot be uploaded to the database. Figure 5.10 shows the versatility of the program.
Figure 5.10: Google Earth screen capture which includes the Hyperion imagery, surround-
ing high resolution imagery, markers on archaeological sites of interest, a footprint of
preliminary study area, and GPS tagged ground photos.
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An important feature of Google Earth is Super-overlay. This is the manner in which
Google Earth ingests large images. If a Hyperion color image were to be directly loaded
into Google Earth, it would greatly slow down the program and the image would be down-
sampled, lowering the spatial resolution. Super-overlay is a method for tiling an image at
various resolutions so only the necessary area and zoom resolution are downloaded and
displayed at any given moment. Along with tiling the image, metadata must be generated
Figure 5.11: Diagram provided by Google’s online KML 2.1 Tutorial demonstrating the
Super-overlay technique.
containing the geographic coordinates of each tile and links to the tiles associated with it.
The metadata is stored Google’s KML file format based on Extensible Markup Language
(XML) specifications. There are programs for sale that produce this data. However,
open-source code was found that also produces Super-overlay data. At first a GUI called
Maptiler, which is only in its alpha release, was used. Various options, such as image
selection, geographic location, and tiling level had to be input with mouse clicks and typing.
The need to place over 30 color scenes into Google Earth along with abundance maps,
where each endmember is a different image, required command line functions to automate
the process. Maptiler runs off an open source geographic image manipulation library called
the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL). The functionality of gdal2tiles.py (the
main underlying python code used by Maptiler) is not completely straightforward. A script
had to be written that converted the UTM coordinates of an image into an auxiliary data
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file that could be understood by gdal2tiles.py using various commands found in GDAL.
It should be noted that Google Earth and Super-overlay is available as an ENVI tool,
as well as add on tools available. Initial attempts at running these tools on Hyperion data
were unsuccessful. The output files did not display correctly in Google Earth. These tools
also do not allow for batch processing.
5.5 Programming Overview
In its current state, the process of producing class or abundance maps is completely au-
tomated. By stringing together the various programs generated, a compressed file down-
loaded from the NASA website can be uncompressed, a data cube generated, tiled, run
through a classification algorithm, made transparent where appropriate, and a super-
overlay structure generated all in one step. In order for this entire process to work seam-
lessly in IDL, the “spawn” command was heavily utilized. “spawn” creates a child process
from which commands can be executed. The command leveraged Unix functionality for
task such as uncompressing files and organizing files. Once the output (i.e. classification
maps or abundance maps) is uploaded to a web server, the map can be viewed from any
computer with Google Earth by sending a small KML text file.
5.6 Ground Truthing
Initial rigorous ground truthing was conducted in the summer of 2009. Due to the dis-
tance, limited time and limited funding, an extensive survey, using spectral measurement
instruments, could not be conducted. Also, political and economic reasons limit the ac-
cessibility to all areas in Oaxaca. Using Google Earth, archaeologists are surveying areas
of interest that can be readily assessed. Notes as well as GPS tagged photos are being
recorded describing the environment at these location and at points where the environ-
ment appears to transition into another. Figure 5.12 shows some of the ground photos
loaded into Google Earth. From last year’s field research, over 200 photos will soon be
added. Figure 5.13 demonstrates how a point of interest brought about by the abundance
map (shown on bottom as pseudo colored map equivalent to left side of Figure 6.1) can
be compared to the freely available high resolution imagery to assess its classification and
use smaller ground features to pinpoint its exact geographic location. The use of high
resolution ground features is necessary due to registration error in the Hyperion images.
While only a pixel or two off, that translates to a 30 to 60 meter distance on the ground.
A future ground truthing is planned for winter 2009/2010.
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Figure 5.12: Screen capture of GPS tagged photos placed into Google Earth
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Figure 5.13: (top) High Resolution imagery available in Google Earth with two ground
truth locations marked with crosshairs. (bottom) Same location and ground truth loca-




Clustering and unmixing programs were created and can be run using different values for
the user defined parameters. The programs, while not 100% efficient, are able to produce
results at least overnight. After defining the parameters the programs run completely
autonomously until a class or abundance map is generated. A program was also created
to output class maps to ENVI, following their format. This allows all the functionality
available to class maps generated using ENVI (e.g., class color tables and class to ROI)
to be used on Hyperion K-means/ISODATA and Gradient Flow output. Archaeologists
concur that preliminary results using default/common parameters visually correlate to
the imagery. Basic classes such as water, soil, vegetation and manmade have been easily
identified. Figure 6.1 shows a comparison of an abundance map band to the color image
for a small region of a flight line.
The following outline illustrates the levels of meaningful taxa related to this project
with example items. The first level of “Classes and Subclasses” has been achieved using
the clustering techinques. The “High Level Classifications” category should be understood
upon the return of archaeologists from the field. Taxa, like floral communities, should be
composed of particular endmembers with a prescribed ratio. If the archaeologists return
having identified a floral community, abundance maps thresholded for those endmembers
and ratios should display the spatial extent of the community.
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Figure 6.1: Sample of a pseudo colored abundance map for ninth end member found
by Max-D (left) to the true color image (right). Abundance map appears to represent
dry/light soil from visual inspection
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When creating classification maps using K-means and IsoData, it was found that K-means
produced smoother transitions from one tile to the next using the merging technique
described in Section 5.2.1. Figure 6.2 is a typical class map generated using the tiling
process and K-means. Smooth transition refers to when pixels at the edge of one tile are
assigned to the same class as the adjacent pixel in the next tile, in the prevalent case that
they are the same material. The middle excerpt from Figure 6.2 shows an instance where
the pixels abruptly change assignment from one tile to the next. Obviously this sharp
transition does not reflect what is physically occurring on the ground. Fortunately, this
occurs rarely, and as the figure shows, only certain classes change abruptly (e.g. the purple
class) while others remain continuous (e.g. the red and white class). The top and especially
the bottom excerpt, show how the tile merging technique works well, preserving the spatial
continuity of classes. It was found that K-means produced more continuous classification
maps than the IsoData algorithm. IsoData performs its own merging process within each
tile using its own similarity metric. When classes are merged again, when placing the
various tiles into a single map, it is more difficult to find the threshold that merges classes
between tiles and doesn’t merge classes within a single tile.
Another flaw in the K-means merging process is the various colored boxes that appear
around tiles. In Figure 6.2 they appear as five yellow boxes at the top of the flight line, then
there is a red box, then blue, etc. This is a result of the black border pixels that surround
each tile (to make it square) being classified with a darker material that exists in the
scene. Because the dark material changes from tile to tile, the border pixels are assigned
to different classes. Unfortunately, the class means calculated from the combination of
the dark material spectra and the border pixels are different enough that the merging
processes does not make them all one class. If the threshold for the merging is increased
so the border pixels are all assigned to one class, meaningful classes within the scene are
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Figure 6.2: Sample classification map generated using the project’s customized tiling pro-
cess and K-means clustering algorithm. A random color assigned to each class. 10 classes
were clustered for each of 18 tiles (400 pixel length), with the final merging technique
yielding 15 classes for entire flight line. The merging threshold was set at 0.4 DN (Digital
Numbers). Three excerpts are magnified along with their corresponding color renderings
for closer viewing.
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merged, losing material differentiation. A straightforward method of removing this flaw
would be to not include the border pixels in the K-means cluster. However, as discussed
in Section 5.2.1, the preexisting ENVI tool works most efficiently on the tiles as they are.
A more complex program would have to be created that removes the border pixels from
each tile and reshapes the remaining pixels into a retangular image, all while keeping
track of the original locations of each pixel. An extremely simple solution is to use the
mask of active pixels in the original image to set all border pixels of the final class map to
zero/unclassified. This does not solve the issue per tile which is causing class means and
variations to be skewed (by including border pixels into class statistics).
Several classes appear in all the flight lines and are easily identifiable through visual
inspection of their color renderings. Examples of these classes can be seen in Figure 6.2.
Two major classes of vegetation are always present in the mountainous regions surrounding
the Oaxaca and smaller valleys. The red class in Figure 6.2 is vegetation on the side of
the mountain receiving direct sunlight. The class assigned to yellow is vegetation from
the shadowed side of the mountains. This also explains why several of the tiles’ border
pixels were assign to yellow, grouping the black border with the low digital values of
shadow. Light and dark blue, from Figure 6.2, denote light soil. The middle excerpt from
the figure shows a sharp transition from light to dark blue. They are likely extremely
close spectrally; except the border pixels were clustered into the dark blue class throwing
off the class means and standard deviations (used in the merging calculations). If the
error generated by the border pixels was removed, they would likely be merged, creating
a seamless transition between tiles. The white class appears to be dark soil, and like
shadowed (dark) vegetation, it is classified with the border once. In unmagnified regions
of Figure 6.2, the white class has a rectangular form coinciding with farming regions
identified by the archaeologists. This lends credibility to the clustering process. Orange
was assigned to water, most evident at the bottom of Figure 6.2’s flight line which shows
a small region of the Pacific Ocean on the southern rim of Oaxaca.
6.3 Gradient Flow Analysis
Using the process devised for Gradient Flow proved much more difficult and less informa-
tive than K-mean and IsoData. The first issue was that the tile length had to be reduced
to 300 pixels from the 400 pixel length used in the K-means clustering. This was due to the
computation intensity required by Gradient Flow (see Section 5.2.2). Using a tile length
of 300 pixels caused the entire process to take approximately 8 hours. Even though in-
creasing the tile length would reduce the overall number of tiles, the computation amount
increases exponentially with added pixels because each pixel must calculate its distance
to all other pixels in the image. While 8 hours is not long relative to other remote sensing
algorithms (such as unmixing), it does make the process of determining useful parameter
values laborious. A technique used to facilitate parameter adjustment was running all
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the tiles using a particular set of Gradient Flow parameters and saving the output. After
completing this process, which is the bulk of the processing time, the merging threshold
could be altered repeatedly to discover the value that produced the most seamless results.
This technique obviously hinges on the selection of Gradient Flow parameters that provide
the merging process with enough clusters to differentiate material classes, but not so many
that continuity between tiles cannot be maintained. This task is not trivial; the image
shown in Figure 6.3 found anywhere from 6 to 26 clusters for a given tile from a single set
of Gradient Flow parameters. Being able to quickly alter the merging threshold through
a range of values to generate Figure 6.3 and other classification maps, it was found that
the Gradient Flow parameters have a much greater impact on producing seamless results.
Because of Gradient Flow’s unique method of clustering (using pixel density peaks),
the merging technique that used means and standard deviations (see Equation 5.2) did not
create class maps as seamless and diverse as K-means. The top excerpt from Figure 6.3
demonstrates both of these flaws. The reasoning for this behavior is that Gradient Flow
works solely on histogram peaks so that it can potentially find clusters that are extremely
close together as long as they are densely populated. K-means inherently spaces clusters
apart because it moves means toward different pixels based on distance. Increasing the
number of smoothing iterations can mitigate this effect, however, like attempting to use
IsoData to generate flight line class maps, an added level of merging takes place, making
it difficult to control two sets of extremely different merging parameters.
Using the insight provided by the parameter case study explained in Section 5.2.2, k
and m values were chosen per tile to generate an average of 15 classes that could later
be merged using the similarity metric thresholding technique. Figure 6.3 shows the result
as well as describes the values used to achieve it. The merging threshold was set high to
merge adjacent pixels from different tiles into a common class. The middle excerpt from
Figure 6.3 shows that the merging technique does work to some extent. Two tiles join right
at the center of that excerpt. The overall number of classes are low, but as shown by the
bottom excerpt and flight line, very general yet important classes were differentiated. The
red class highlights water from the Pacific Ocean collected at the bottom of the flight line.
The blue and orange classes are closely related as shown by the abrupt transition from one
into another at tile seams, while both obviously representing vegetation. Generally, the
blue class appears to be over darker vegetation than the orange class. Shown with more
detail in Figure 6.4, the green class highlights all forms of exposed soil and minerals. The
vegetationless peaks of mountains are highlighted, while the middle excerpt from Figure
6.3 shows that a white/grey mineral is clustered into the same class. The threshold could
be decreased to differentiate structures plainly seen in the bottom color excerpt of Figure
6.3, but this would result in other classes being separated along tiles even though they
are the same material. The purple class appears to highlight deep shadows. A small
amount of dark blue class is present in the bottom third of the flight line, and correlates
highly with vegetation growing at the base of those mountains. Whether this vegetation is
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Figure 6.3: Sample classification map generated using the Gradient Flow clustering al-
gorithm and tile merging process. A random color assigned to each class. Each tile of
300 pixel length was run using parameters k=20 and m=8 producing anywhere between
6 and 26 classes for a given tile. The merging threshold was set at 1.1 DN producing a
total of 6 classes for the entire flight line. Three excerpts are magnified along with their
corresponding color renderings for closer viewing.
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Figure 6.4: Another higher magnified excerpt from Figure 6.3 showing the relationship
between the orange class, green class, and the RGB color image.
truly different from those highlighted in blue and orange can not be concluded from visual
interpretation. However, because the merging threshold is set so high, there must be a
significant difference in their spectra. The peak normalized spectra (normalization occurs
in Gradient Flow as well) are plotted for comparison in Figure 6.5. The main difference
appears as a greater ratio of visible light to infrared. There is a small difference in spectral
signature appearing in the green at 550 nm, where the orange class has a small peak. Both
classes have surprisingly high values in the blue region of light. This is potentially due to
atmospheric scattering.
Overall, the archaeologists have shown more interest in the following section’s results
(spectral unmixing). With the addition of the computation time and current flaws, Gradi-
ent Flow appears to be an unlikely candidate for further use in clustering entire Hyperion
flight lines. Partly for this reason, Gradient flow parameters for entire flight lines have
not been examined more thoroughly and a better suited merging technique has not been
developed. Creating such merging technique would be a difficult task as well, because
Gradient Flow relies on pixel densities, hence any reduction in the pixel population used
to handle an entire flight line has a detrimental effect on the algorithm’s clustering ability.
6.4 Stepwise Unmixing Analysis
The merging of tiles for the stepwise unmixing process is much easier and produces more
continuous results than in clustering. Once a set of endmembers are found for the entire
flight line, the merging process described in Section 5.3.2 works on a per pixel basis, so it
is as if there are no tiles. This means that there is no threshold to adjust in order to get
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Figure 6.5: Plot of mean spectrum from orange class shown as solid line and mean spectrum
of dark blue class as dotted red line. Calculated from the data described in Figure 6.3
adjacent pixels to merge into a single class. As shown in Figure 6.6, the spatial continuity
of each abundance map shows no sign of tiling. Another advantage of unmixing is that it
intrinsically compensates for shadow. An endmember with lower intensity because it is in
shadow simply has a reduced abundance, as opposed to clustering which would create a
separate class for a material in shadow.
Abundance maps using 20 endmembers (generating 20 separate maps) are being ini-
tially created for inspection by archaeologists. 20 endmembers were computed because
they were shown to include most of the basic features (vegetation, soil, water, etc.) by the
case study explained in Section 5.3.2 while not being an entirely overwhelming amount
of data to analyze. The abundance maps are pseudo colored so the relative intensities of
each map are more pronounced (see Figure 6.6). Currently, each abundance map is scaled
so that its minimum and maximum span the range of the pseudo color look up table. This
was done rather than leaving the abundances unchanged and having the lookup table span
0 to 1 (as constrained abundances must be), because many of the abundance maps con-
tain only low abundance values. When these abundances were enhanced through scaling,
spatial patterns became evident that coincided with features seen in the color image. As
regions of interest are discovered by the archaeologists, more emphasis can be placed on
the absolute abundance values and the ratios of those abundances that make up regions
of interest.
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Figure 6.6: Flight line EO1H0240482008350110QL with prominent abundance maps.
Color rendering displayed on far left. Endmember number (referring to order found by
MaxD) shown on left side of following abundance maps. Abundance maps scaled and
pseudo colored to dynamic range (not 0 to 1). Scale shown at bottom right where black
is the minimum and white is the maximum
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Figure 6.6, as well as the other flight lines that have been unmixed to date, demon-
strates how unmixing provides material differentiation greater than what even visual in-
spection can accomplish. For example, the top of the flight line in Figure 6.6 visually
appears to be a single large region of vegetation. However, close inspection of abundance
map 10 (abundance map generated from the tenth endmember found using MaxD) shows
that it is measuring soil or possibly a particular mineral common to the region and exposed
at mountain peaks. Abundance map 15, spectrum shown in Figure 6.7, clearly signifies
vegetation (notice how it falls to zero/black in the middle of the flight line where the region
is mostly exposed earth). The combination of abundance maps 10 and 15 show that the
top of the flight line is not just a solid region of vegetation, but a forest with varying tree
population densities.
Figure 6.7: Sample of exemplary endmember spectra from flight line depicted in Figure
6.6. Ocean/water endmember in blue (not shown in Figure 6.6), shore (endmember 15)
in black, soil (endmember 8) in red, and vegetation (endmember 15) in green.
Only the abundance maps with large regions of abundances were placed in Figure
6.6 for viewing purposes. Many of the abundance maps not included contain localized
areas of interest, and only a few appear blank (most likely due to noise, see Section
5.3.2). Abundance map 3 appears to be the endmember for wet sand, highlighting the
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small region of ocean at the bottom of the flight line and peaking at red near the shore
line. The remainder of the flight line is potentially highlighting small amounts of water
(with a small pseudo color value of blue) within the vegetation because it correlates with
abundance map 15. Abundance maps 8 (see Figure 6.7) and 18 highlight two different
mineral types that are highly exposed in what appears to be a dry arid region in the middle
of the flight line. Abundance map 9 clearly highlights vegetation covering the forest region
not covered by abundance map 15. These different regions of vegetation could represent
a transition in forest type, plant species, vegetation health, or atmosphere. This is an
example of a feature that may be of interest to the archaeologists. Abundance map 19 is
another potential feature of interest. It highlights peaks of mountains that appear to have
light vegetation with an exposed grey mineral or soil.
Other flight lines that have been unmixed contain abundance maps with materials and
features specific to the flight line (see Appendix A). This is most likely due to the scene
specific/dependent nature of MaxD. MaxD selects endmembers based on a single pixel’s
location in a cloud of data points. It does not take into account means of multiple points
of centers of high density, therefore it can be very volatile. However, it does yield many
useful results and only a few abundance maps of noise. To help with volatility of MaxD,
stepwise unmixing has the ability to not include endmembers that do not contribute to




The acquisition of Hyperion hyperspectral imagery provided the data needed for this study.
It also provides raw data for further study by archaeologists and potential test data for
remote sensing studies. The IDL tool used to task EO1 can be used for future acquistions.
Changing parameters such as the center coordinate of a study area, the number of flight
lines or the scene overlap produce simulated footprints drawn on a geographic map so that
coverage can be assessed. Working with NASA, a convenient webpage was established
allowing for the direct download of imagery at various processing levels. JPEG preivews
of each flight make assessment of cloud cover simple for fast retasking of flight lines. An
automated program was written to produce data that can be placed into Google Earth.
This allows for convenient determination of coverage over the study area. Google Earth
has the added advantages of web-based sharing, high resolution color imagery, and simple
user interface without having to purchase software/licenses. To date, over 30 flightlines
have been loaded to a webserver to be viewed by anyone with Google Earth.
A literature review was carried out. Learning from other studies, it was decided that
the Oaxaca project should focus on spectral over spatial exploitation and observe findings
on a regional scale rather than a specific site. Several preliminary studies were conducted
in preparation for the project. Anomaly detection avaible in the IDL ENVI package was
conducted on a archaeologist region of interest to demonstrate the utility of hyperspectral
satellite remote sensing. The Gradient Flow algorithm was translated from Matlab to IDL
code. This allowed tools and functions (e.g., ENVI) to be used in conjunction with Gradi-
ent Flow. A study was performed using Hyperion data to assess the relationship between
parameters and number of clusters output by Gradient Flow. Two studies provided further
insight into stepwise unmixing. One attempted to calculate the ideal number of endmem-
bers by comparing pixels to their LMM estimations. After being unable to calculate an
ideal number of endmembers, a second study conducted by archaeology students helped
determine a reasonable number of endmembers to use. Other students have conducted
studies into various indxes (such as NDVI) and the spectral hourglass tools available in
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ENVI.
Two separate merging techniques were devised for clustering and stepwise spectral
unmixing so that classification and abundance maps represent entire flight lines. As de-
scribed in Section 5.5, the clustering and unmixing algorithms have been customized to
be completely autonomous. Multiple images downloaded from the NASA website can
be uncompressed, made into hyperspectral data cubes, tiled, clustered/unmixed, merged,
and Google Earth image pyramids generated all at once. Several classification maps and
abundance maps are currently uploaded onto a project webserver. A single Google Earth
(KML) file, which is essentially a text file, can reference all the RGB color renderings,
classification and abundance maps to be displayed in Google Earth. Archaeologists were
able to inspect the images and maps while in the field in Oaxaca, Mexico. The archae-
ologists were most interested in the unmixing results; sites with interesting abundance
map patterns were located and their geographic coordinates pinpointed using the high
resolution imagery provided by Google. The eventual incorporation of ground truth will
further the understanding of the site and insight into the algorthms’ operation.
Clustering was able to classify the most basic materials. However, it is difficult and
time consuming to determine the parameters that achieve the most useful and error free
results. Tiling was a major issue for both K-means and Gradient Flow because both re-
quire information about all the pixels in the scene to form clusters. K-means was able
to produce a more continuous classification map because the merging technique relies on
class means which are fundamentally calculated in K-means clustering. Gradient Flow
performs poorly and requires a more sophisticated merging technique to be useful. Step-
wise unmixing produced abundance maps that are of most use according to initial reviews
by the archaeologists. The ability to autonomously remove noise or error endmembers is
desirable to reduce the number of images that must be viewed. Also, a method of viewing
multiple abundance maps would improve the exploitability of the imagery. Despite its low
spatial resolution, Hyperion and its spectral detail allowed for classification of the research
area on a regional scale. Programmatically, the processing of the data could be improved
with better hardware (one that could hold an entire image in memory) and a more efficient
programming language (such a C or C++).
Chapter 8
Future Work
The most immediate work to be done will be working closely with the archaeologists re-
turning from the field to assess the validity and utility of the clustering and unmixing
algorithms. In previous meetings, it has already been determined that clustering was not
providing the level of differentiation desired. The ability to turn class maps into masks for
unmixing make it potentially useful. Working closely with the archaeologists, algorithm
parameters will be tuned to reveal patterns they are in search of. Currently, the archae-
ologists have been experimenting with supervised classification algorithms like Gaussian
Maximum Likelihood (GML) and Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM). If the unsupervised
methods generated in this project closely match the output of supervised classification
from experts, time and effort can be saved by using the unsupervised methods.
The visualization of multidimensional data is an issue to this project and the remote
sensing community as a whole. Currently, the multiple abundance maps for a flight line
are stacked on top of each other, and a radio button in Google Earth allows one abundance
map to be shown at a time. Transparency setting can be set within a KML file and used to
aid in displaying multiple files. One issue that requires some more research is the “Draw
Order” setting also contained in KML hierarchy. If not set properly overlapping images
flicker or one is randomly placed over the other. This becomes a more complicated issue
when Super-overlay is used. Several layers and the hundreds of tiles that make up those
layers have to have the Draw Order parameter properly set.
The final category of meaningful taxa “Extension to Archaeological Classifications”
from Section 6.1, will undoubtedly require the data from multi-disiplinary studies done
in Oaxaca. This will require a full GIS database. The free version of Google Earth does
not display vector data, but the professional version does. The Super-overlay scheme has
issues displaying images that overlap each other (but should be simply fixed by adding a
“draw order” parameter to the xml structure). Regardless, more investigation is needed
to determine if a traditional GIS database is required or some other tool like Google Earth
or ENVI Zoom will suffice.
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As work progresses on the task of classifying all of the Oaxaca research area and more
collaborative meetings take place, it is expected that more specific straightforward tasks
will be conceived. Depending on the scope of the task, smaller products will be generated
in a timely fashion to assist archaeologists, especially immediately before or during field
expeditions.
8.1 Anomaly Detection
Some initial work has been done using the RX algorithm. Archaeological sites were not
found nor expected to be found because they are mainly constructed from the environment.
However, unique urban structures were present which give archaeologists insight on the
progress of the modern society and its impending overlap onto area potentially rich with
ancient history. The algorithm is described in more detail below because archaeologists
showed interest in this particular form of remote sensing/image processing.
The goal of anomaly detection is to find spectra which are different than the majority
of the materials in the scene. One method is the RX algorithm that is expressed most
basically as
R(x) = (x−m)T Σ−1(x−m), (8.1)
where x is the spectrum of the pixel under investigation, m is the mean spectrum of the
image and Σ is the covariance matrix of the image[16]. The inverse covariance matrix is
an attempt to make the variance in all dimensions even. A threshold is set on the value
of R(x) where anything above the threshold is designated an anomaly. This algorithm is
also available in ENVI. It is useful in scenes with fairly similar spectra and a few outliers.
For example, it is effective at finding man made materials/structures in a scene of vast
wilderness. In scenes comprised of multiple expansive materials, RX is less effective and
masking can be attempted to improve the detection ability.
8.2 Target Detection
Target detection, while difficult due to Hyperion’s resolution (confirmed by previous work
in Section 2.3), is a potential for locating particular features. Feature detection could be
the result of in depth analysis of the generated classification or abundance maps. Also, one
group of the Oaxaca project analyzes sediment cores from undisturbed lakes. The highly
absorptive nature of water makes it a good candidate for feature detection. There are
numerous algorithms created for target detection. Given the target spectrum of materials
not limited to water, multiple algorithms could be applied with known sites used as ground
truth.
Spatial feature detection is also a possibility. One feature that archaeologists are highly
interested in is ancient terraces. The levels of the terrace are comprised of vegetation
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similar to the surrounding environment so spectral detection is not effective. The terraces
do have a fan like shape where the bottom of the fan begins higher up on the mountain and
progresses in level platforms down. The difficulty with all spatial detection is that changes
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Figure A.1: Flight line EO1H0240482009112110QH with prominent abundance maps.
Flight line was not taken at full length and a registration error can be seen at the top of
the image. Color rendering displayed on far left. Endmember number (referring to order
found by MaxD) shown on left side of following abundance maps. Abundance maps scaled
and pseudo colored to dynamic range (not 0 to 1). Scale shown at bottom right where
black is the minimum and white is the maximum
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Figure A.2: Flight line EO1H0240482009089110QK with prominent abundance maps.
Color rendering displayed on far left. Endmember number (referring to order found by
MaxD) shown on left side of following abundance maps. Abundance maps scaled and
pseudo colored to dynamic range (not 0 to 1). Scale shown at bottom right where black
is the minimum and white is the maximum
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